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Innovation in small, modular, low carbon energy is disrupting power systems across the world. The cost of distributed solar and wind power, smart demand response systems, electric cars and battery storage are all rapidly falling as uptake rises. This poses new operational challenges for the vast, interconnected and interdependent network of machines that make up the national power grid, but the bigger challenge will lie in intelligently governing the change in who owns the energy system.

Britain’s future energy market will not only consist of passive customers buying power from big and distant power stations. Instead, it will increasingly be owned and operated by the consumers who install distributed energy technologies. These new, small scale technologies will not displace the need for large scale, low carbon energy. Big power stations and networks will continue to be essential and will provide the majority of power at a lower absolute cost than small scale technology for a long time to come.

But small changes can have big effects: a ten per cent fall in market share was sufficient to cause the near collapse of the US coal industry in less than a decade. The rise of distributed generation and flexible demand will come just as swiftly. Within the next three years, it will make economic sense for commercial buildings to install their own solar and defect from the grid. Low cost batteries, including those in EVs, mean many individual households and commercial buildings could operate off grid for months at a time by 2025.

Even today, these changes are confounding longstanding certainties. On one day in late March 2017, for the first time ever, the UK’s national grid recorded daytime peak demand below the minimum demand the night before. This is because solar generated more energy than all the additional demand created by millions of people waking up and going about their lives. In 2016, Ikea announced it would become a net exporter of its own solar and wind power by 2020, and the company is far from alone. In Hawaii and Australia consumers are installing solar without subsidy. The future is already here; it is just not evenly distributed.

In Britain, political rhetoric has not yet caught up with a rapidly changing reality. Politicians are arguing over whether or not to subsidise renewables without seeing how technology has changed the big picture. They believe that they hold the purse strings. But, within the next five years, the government will lose the ability to constrain small scale energy technologies by limiting subsidy because none will be needed. We are entering a new era where the consumer really can take control.

If the government responds by withdrawing from energy policy, the market will be free, but it will also create a war of all against all. The current market rewards grid defection, raising costs for those poorer customers who do not own solar, wind or batteries. Electric car charging is entirely unmanaged, and as few as six closely located vehicles charging together at peak time could lead to local brownouts. For the owners of large power stations, the impact will be financial: between 2008 and 2013, five major European utilities lost £85 billion because they were unprepared for the impact on their businesses of an eight per cent deployment of renewables.

These outcomes are intolerable and will trigger emergency interventions against consumer led energy: blackouts will be prevented, grid defectors will be
punished and large utilities may even be bailed out. This is how governments across the world have responded so far. Hawaii has stopped blackouts by blocking residential solar. Nevada has punished grid defectors by retrospectively changing electricity tariffs. And the UK has biased the capacity market in favour of unabated coal, despite its firm commitment to phase it out. Emergency policy making has led to an ever deeper, if accidental, embrace of energy policy by the state, and a ferocious backlash by consumers: in Nevada, consumer pressure not only reversed tariff changes, but the grid administration was sacked.

There is an alternative. Rather than intervening to restrict popular, small scale energy in favour of large generators, the state can govern intelligently and actively, and enable large and small to work together. Doing so would mean seeing consumer led, market driven, small scale energy as primary, even if it is not the largest source of power. Large scale energy would need a new, more explicit governance framework to enable it to support small scale energy, particularly in the winter time, allowing the whole system to decarbonise at least cost while keeping the lights on.

Active energy governance in the UK requires four main interventions:

- **An independent system designer** should provide robust technical analysis and option testing of the best ways to integrate small energy into the overall system. Its remit needs to go beyond that of the current system operator, to cover transport and heat, as both of these sectors will increasingly affect the electricity system. The government will need to continue to provide strategic direction, especially for large scale energy, with the system designer advising and implementing.

- **Distribution network operators should become distribution system operators** capable of monitoring and managing new, distributed technologies. They will need to work closely with the system designer to strategically plan the overall system.

- **The capacity market should value small scale energy technologies**, so underutilised, distributed, flexible sources can help to balance the grid, rather than undermining it.

- **Aggregators and automation should be introduced**, ahead of ‘time of use’ tariffs. Current tariffs encourage grid defection and hamper flexibility, but the alternative, to use dynamic ‘time of use’ tariffs, is unpopular because consumers resent having to change their habits in response to changing grid requirements. The solution is to provide incentives for aggregators and the automation of demand response first, leading to lower bills and less bother for consumers.

The changing dynamic between small, individually owned, market driven energy and large, essential and increasingly state dominated energy is the new challenge politicians have to address. The government cannot escape its role in the energy system but, if politicians want to maximise the space for market decisions in energy, they should actively govern large scale energy to support the consumer led future which is rapidly unfolding.
How consumer choice will disrupt the UK power market
In the 1980s and 90s, electricity provision and distribution was largely invisible to the public. Privatisation of the industry coincided with a boom in cheap gas from the North Sea. The result was falling costs, limited infrastructure and benign political neglect. Now, the picture could not be more different: rising fossil fuel prices and a technological revolution in large scale renewables have brought politics back into energy policy with a vengeance.

Politicians have reacted with a set of reforms which both promote and undermine market decisions. Most want the market to decide what sort of energy technologies the UK builds over the next decade. But the main market, the wholesale power market, has such low prices that the government itself recognises that “no form of power generation […] can be built without government intervention”. So, the government has repeatedly intervened. Initially, support was given to renewables but, more recently, clear support has been given to gas and nuclear power. A major policy u-turn in 2015 marked the end of government support for onshore wind, solar PV and the carbon capture and storage programme. The result is that risk premiums for private generators are rising.

Even where the market has independently signalled a clear preference, the government has reversed its decisions. For instance, it limited applications by diesel generators in the capacity market auction of December 2016, following a large procurement of them in previous auctions.

In response, some have advocated an abrupt return to a market led system, invoking the UK’s successful private electricity market in the 1990s as an ideal model. The debate between continuing to intervene and attempting to revert to a previous market model has dominated policy thinking. Central questions have been whether or not subsidy is appropriate and how to fix the failures of the wholesale electricity market.

However, these lines of argument rest on an enormous, and erroneous, assumption: that large scale energy technologies will continue to dominate power markets in the future. They have ignored the revolution underway in small scale, distributed technologies. Within the next few years, small scale technologies will begin to fundamentally reshape the power market and, in doing so, they will completely change the government’s role in the energy system.

The biggest difference between small and large scale technologies is that the deployment of small scale energy assets will be driven by the unsubsidised choices of individual consumers and non-power sector businesses. The resulting system will feature multiple buyers and multiple sellers, and will look much more like other markets for goods, in contrast with the current energy market where individual consumers have almost no choice over what sort of power generation is built.
A polarised energy market

- **Large scale technologies**: have long lifetimes, monolithic character and a slow rate of technological change. They require state intervention to underwrite high capital cost and long lifetimes.

- **Small scale technologies**: are subject to rapid technology change, and are modular and distributed; they are usually owned by non-energy specialists. Previously, uptake has been driven by government subsidy, but they will soon be cheap and consumer driven.

This revolution in small scale technologies will not make large scale assets obsolete. Far from it: the bulk power provided by large energy technologies will still be necessary. Small scale energy is a long way from powering the UK. But it will disrupt the market significantly, and the government will need to pursue a more active role in ensuring the system works for all and delivers affordable, clean energy, from both large and small scale technologies.
Small scale energy technologies: cheap and everywhere
“For households and non-energy businesses, small scale energy technologies will be economic as soon as 2020.”

Policy makers are still working on the basis that the rise of small scale energy will take many years, but they are mistaken. For households and non-energy businesses, small scale energy technologies will be economic as soon as 2020.

Residential customers: solar photovoltaics, batteries and electric cars by 2025

Solar PV has consistently grown much faster than expected. In the UK, forecasts for 9GW by 2026 were met in 2015. Unlike traditional generators, it is connected to residential dwellings, industrial premises or distribution networks. Although PV uptake has slowed due to reductions in government incentives, the UK is still leading solar growth in Europe. More significantly, the cost of PV has already fallen by 90 per cent since 2009 and it will achieve payback periods below ten years across England and Wales by 2025. Its popularity has grown as its cost has fallen, and it is clear that latent consumer demand will pick up once small scale solar becomes cheaper than retail electricity. The graph on page nine shows a cost comparison between domestic PV and electricity tariffs, including the electricity tariff for consumers that achieve only 50 per cent self-consumption (50 per cent retail price, 50 per cent export tariff).

Batteries have seen a similar trajectory, and costs fell by 65 per cent between 2010 and 2015 as a result of innovation and economies of scale. Some residential battery storage already has payback periods of between six and eight years, and costs are projected to halve over the next decade. There may be scope for even cheaper batteries too: repurposing second-life EV batteries for stationary applications could be achieved at £39/kWh, which is a quarter of the cheapest battery systems today. With rising electricity prices and the declining cost of small scale PV, self-generated consumption will become an attractive proposition for households and businesses. In England, solar plus battery systems will be available with a payback period of below 15 years by 2020.
Levelised cost of electricity (LCOE) for domestic and non-domestic PV versus retail electricity prices

Comparison of domestic PV LCOE and electricity tariffs

Comparison of non-domestic PV LCOE and electricity tariffs
The story is repeated with electric vehicles (EVs). 2016 sales were up 56 per cent on those of 2015. Leading motor manufacturers have made decisive commitments to electric mobility and major cities have announced tough air pollution limits for vehicles. While the current EV market is mainly dependent on early adopters and government subsidies, price reductions, particularly for batteries, which account for about a third of the costs of an EV, and ongoing improvements in battery energy density will boost sales. Forty per cent of drivers would consider getting an EV and Bloomberg projections show that one in three cars sold in 2040 will be an EV (see graph below). The total (unsubsidised) cost of owning an EV is forecast to drop below that of conventional fuel vehicles by 2025, even if oil prices are low. Teslas are already the best selling luxury sedans in the US, with sales double that of their nearest fossil-fuelled competitor.

---

**Global sales of electric vehicles as a proportion of light duty vehicles**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Millions of vehicles sold per year</th>
<th>% of new car sales</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
Businesses: solar, onshore wind, demand response and heat pumps by 2020

The rise of small scale energy will not be limited to households. Businesses are larger consumers and have access to higher levels of credit, so they can take advantage of greater economies of scale. Because of this, businesses and industrial users are starting to opt for renewable self-generation.

Major businesses are leading the way. Ikea already produces 53 per cent of its energy from renewables and, in 2016, it announced it would become a net exporter of its own solar and wind power by 2020. Tata Steel has opted for on-site green power: in 2015 it signed a power purchase agreement with Kinetica Solar to receive an average of seven per cent of its electricity requirements in Scunthorpe from the nearby Raventhorpe Solar Park. Nestlé has signed a deal to purchase its power from a Scottish windfarm that will cover half of the company’s power needs in the UK. Nestlé has signed a deal to purchase its power from a Scottish windfarm that will cover half of the company’s power needs in the UK. Amazon has announced the deployment of solar PV on 50 of its centres globally by 2020. And the list continues to grow. But self-generation will not be limited to large businesses. Payback periods for commercial rooftop solar in the UK will drop below 15 years by 2020, allowing smaller businesses to benefit from unsubsidised self-generation (see graphic on page 9 for a cost comparison between non-domestic PV and electricity tariffs).

Equally significant, businesses have proven to be much more open to new demand reduction and load shifting technologies. Mostly business led demand response in the US enables up to nine per cent peak reduction (compared to only 1.7 per cent in the UK), driven by capacity markets, aggregators and smart meters. In the UK, industrial and commercial customers, attracted by the opportunity for new revenues and cost savings, are increasingly looking to participate in demand side response while aggregators, such as KiWi Power, Open Energi and others, have specialised in co-ordinating and aggregating flexible consumer loads.

Finally, businesses often have more complex heating and cooling systems, which may be better suited to the foreseen switch to heat pumps: between 30 and 75 per cent of building heat is projected to be electric. And, while heat pump deployment drivers might be different from the other technologies discussed, heat pumps are also likely to disrupt the current energy system and potentially offer greater demand flexibility.
Learning from experience: examples from the UK and abroad
“Matching 21st century technologies with 20th century energy markets is a recipe for disaster.”

As we have highlighted, small scale, low carbon technologies will grow rapidly as a result of consumer choice, and will disrupt the existing energy market as they are deployed.

The UK’s energy system is designed for older, large scale generation assets. The experience of countries which have seen rapid growth in small scale technologies shows that matching 21st century technologies with 20th century energy markets is a recipe for disaster. It leads to grid congestion, expensive grid upgrades, inadequate generation at peak times, and a utility death spiral, as customers opt for self-generation, resulting in rising bills, blackout risk and angry consumers.

There is nothing inevitable about the clash between small and large scale technologies. If regulators, operators, utilities and politicians can evolve the system to value and support small scale energy, consumers can have more freedom to choose these technologies, the system can function and large scale energy can continue to play its role. Other countries’ experiences show that actively governing the transition to create an enabling framework for small scale energy can lead to good outcomes, with decentralised generation working alongside large scale generation, leading to new sources of system flexibility, affordable costs and satisfied customers.

In this chapter, we look at experiences from the UK and abroad of solar, electric vehicle and demand response roll-outs, to see what has and has not worked.
Nevada: consumer backlash against a solar clampdown

In 2013, a hugely popular retail net metering rate, combined with copious amounts of sunshine meant that Nevada was generating more of its power from solar than any other US state. In 2015, approximately 30,000 homeowners and small businesses signed up for net metering.

This favourable tariff led to a large uptake of PV which, in turn, required costly network upgrades to handle the inflow of electricity, in the absence of smart network management. In Nevada, the utility companies argued that it was essential to limit the power fed into the grid from rooftop solar to ensure fairness among customers.

In December 2015, the Public Utilities Commission of Nevada (PUCN) approved a new solar tariff structure which imposed a substantial increase to fixed charges, as well as a substantial decrease in compensation for energy exported from solar installations. The timeline for the changes stretched over a twelve year period. This ruling applied to both new and current solar customers.

This decision was met with a political and social backlash. Customers were furious, and PV companies moved out of the state. SolarCity ceased sales and installations in Nevada and relocated more than 550 jobs to “business friendly states”. Other PV companies followed suit. The decision attracted potent political criticism: Bernie Sanders called the PUCN’s decision, “just about the dumbest thing he had ever heard.”

This backlash eventually led to a managed retreat: the PUCN first restored the rates for current solar customers. However, new applications still crashed. By June 2016, they had dropped to 18 cases, effectively bringing Nevada’s formerly thriving and popular solar industry to a standstill. In October 2016, the PUCN chairman was replaced and in December 2016, regulators voted 3-0 to restore net metering (for up to 6MW) of rooftop solar. This new order acknowledged that the previous order had “all but crushed the rooftop solar industry in northern Nevada.”

Photograph: BlackRockSolar
New Mexico: storing up sunshine

New Mexico has an installed solar capacity of 634 MW, which ranks 15th in the US.31 Noticing the potential for smoothing and demand shifting, the Public Service Company of New Mexico (PNM) undertook the PNM Prosperity energy storage project and pilot tested the nation’s first solar storage facility.

The 5.8 million dollar project started in September 2011 and aimed to demonstrate that combining solar and battery storage can stabilise voltage levels and cut peak load by at least 15 per cent at a local level.

Smoothing high frequency PV output variability (from intermittent cloud cover) reduces the need for costly operating reserve to be set aside, while lowering peak load reduces demand for more network and generation capacity.

The project was undertaken on a 4.9 acre sub-station site south east of Albuquerque, New Mexico, and was primarily funded by the US Department of Energy and the PNM. It involved installing two battery systems (a 500 kW energy smoothing battery and a 250 kW energy shifting battery), co-located with a 500 kW solar PV plant.32

The project succeeded in its initial aims and has proved its ability to provide smoothing and energy shifting tasks on demand. It is an example of a renewable energy resource that helps to support the grid. Data from the project are being used to learn how to integrate a variable power source into grid design.
Norway: charging for EV overload

Norway has pioneered the deployment of EVs. Constituting nearly 40 per cent of new car sales, Norway has the highest per capita penetration of all-electric cars worldwide (more than 100,000 with a population of 5.2 million). However, to accommodate uptake in the absence of smart technology and network management, expensive grid reinforcements were needed. The problem is that demand in individual neighbourhoods spikes when EVs in close proximity charge at peak times. This is exacerbated as fast chargers become the norm.

Locals and tourists in holiday areas like Trysil and Hafjell, where the density of electric cars spikes at the weekend, were discouraged by energy suppliers from using quick charging facilities. In 2014 the energy provider and network owner Gudbrandsdal Energi threatened to charge customers in popular cottage areas for network reinforcement costs if they opted for fast charging units, estimated to cost from 40,000 to several hundred thousand Norwegian krone (equivalent to about £4,000 to tens of thousands of pounds).
Texas: using EV batteries to support the grid

Power systems have to be managed on a second-by-second basis, or grid frequency can spike, damaging electrical goods and potentially leading to blackouts. Most large scale power generators are synchronised to the grid, so they automatically stabilise frequency. In Texas, a recent increase in small scale renewables displaced synchronized generators, resulting in a much more volatile grid.

Rather than cutting back on renewables, the Electricity Reliability Council of Texas pioneered a market mechanism to increase the flexibility of its system. This new product is known as Fast Frequency Response (FFR). It rewards electricity sources that can respond within half a second of a signal from the dispatcher and which can operate for at least ten minutes. The pilot included 37MW of battery storage and 100kW of grid connected EVs.35

FFR has been a success, with a 37 per cent improvement in the rate of frequency change in case of a sudden loss of generation. Texas has shown how small scale energy and EVs can be deployed to support the grid, with the right market mechanisms.
UK: grid constraints to 2020

Growth of solar PV has come up against severe grid constraints in Cornwall. In 2015, Western Power Distribution (WPD) delayed all distributed generation (including large and small scale PV) connections that required access to lines 6.6KV or above for up to six years.36 A total of 250MW of small and micro scale PV is currently awaiting grid access in the South West license area of WPD.

WPD is not the only distribution network operator (DNO) facing such issues. In the UK, most DNOs have identified significant network constraints. Ofgem estimates that 22 per cent of distribution grids would need significant reinforcements to accommodate just 5MW of distributed generation.37 If Cornwall, with roughly 550MW of solar energy, decided to install another 100MW capacity (the last 100MW were added within just 15 months), the grid could only accept half, if all other factors remain the same.38

Ofgem reports that the cost to reinforce firm connections in constrained areas can be tens of millions of pounds and connection queues are such that customers might not be able to connect until the early 2020s. In some cases customers have had to move to avoid these constraints, an option which is often not available for residential or community energy groups.39
Germany: giving consumers freedom to take control

The German government has taken steps to encourage the coupling of residential storage and solar PV, to prevent overloading the grid during periods of peak production (see below). In the absence of storage, feeding surplus power back into the grid can lead to grid congestion, if it takes place during the midday production peak. This requires costly network upgrades to handle the inflow of electricity or it can lead to curtailment of renewable generation.

To ensure the optimal integration of small to medium solar PV, the government has set targets for self-consumption and has subsidised the installation of residential battery systems to reduce PV maximum feed-in to 50 per cent. These limits enable 66 per cent greater penetration of PV, giving households and businesses the freedom to take control over their energy without disrupting the grid.

Nearly one in two new solar installations in 2015 included battery storage, and the programme has been extended to 2018, aiming to reach 100,000 installations by the time of completion.

Conventional and optimised use of solar PV and storage systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conventional storage</th>
<th>Grid optimised storage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum feed in to grid</td>
<td>Midday production peak is fed into the grid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charging until battery is full</td>
<td>Battery is charged during periods of high electricity production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumption of stored solar power</td>
<td>Reduced feed in to grid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6am</td>
<td>12pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumption of stored electricity reduces evening peak load</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6am</td>
<td>12pm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
UK: ‘time of use’ tariffs fail without smart technology

Implementation of ‘time of use’ tariffs for energy demand shifting, in the absence of smart technologies, can negatively impact those customers who are less engaged or able to adapt their consumption patterns. Automation is critical to shifting consumption patterns and encouraging customers to sign up for ‘time of use’ tariffs, as has been reported in a number of studies.45

In the UK, Western Power Distribution launched a Sunshine Tariff trial to provide cheaper connection options to distributed generators (mainly solar PV). The idea was to shift local demand patterns to daytime hours to reduce network congestion. Their approach used a static ‘time of use’ tariff to encourage energy use at times when the sun is shining (10am to 4pm from April to September) and customers could shift consumption through manual or automated interventions.

Only an average of five per cent of demand was shifted in the sunny hours when participants did not have automation, compared to 13 per cent for those with automated response. Customers with automation were also more likely to sign up to the tariff.46 And because the trial was voluntary and small scale, the response from customers who might not feel able to shift their demand was not tested.
US: enabling demand side response

In the US, demand side response or DSR (where measures are taken to reduce energy use at peak times) offsets up to nine per cent of peak demand, compared to barely two per cent in the UK.

PJM, a regional transmission organisation in the US serving around 60 million customers, has seen a rise in peak load DSR capability from two per cent in 2007-08 to over seven per cent in 2015-16, with contributions from industrial, commercial and residential customers. Various factors have facilitated DSR participation in system services: a high degree of transparency and disclosure from PJM; the existence of over 80 third party aggregators, accounting for 82 per cent of DSR in the capacity market; the ability to choose between three capacity markets with different availability conditions; and the ability of DSR to bid directly in the wholesale market. A simulation estimates the benefits of DSR to the PJM system to be between $65 and $203 million per year, subject to market conditions.

In the UK, DSR participation is still limited and, so far, has not been sufficiently valued in the capacity market. While historically dominated by large industrial customers, the deployment of smart meters in the UK will enable a wider range of consumers to engage in DSR. Benefits from the participation of households and small businesses are estimated to be up to £500 million per year in 2030. Ofgem reports that a ten per cent shift in peak demand corresponds to potential annual avoided capital costs of between £265 and £536 million and network investment savings of £28 million. However, as in the US, aggregators, automation and energy markets that value flexibility will be the critical enablers of DSR.

Load reduction DSR capacity as a proportion of peak demand in 2014-15

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electricity market system operators</th>
<th>ISONE</th>
<th>PJM</th>
<th>MISO</th>
<th>CAISO</th>
<th>NYISO</th>
<th>NEM</th>
<th>GB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>% Load reduction DSR capacity</td>
<td>8.9%</td>
<td>6.4%</td>
<td>5.9%</td>
<td>5.0%</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average across non-GB markets</td>
<td>5.7%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
UK: grid stress from EV clusters

The Committee on Climate Change estimates that 37 per cent of the UK’s vehicle fleet by 2030 will be plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEV) or zero emission vehicles. A study of EV impact on the UK’s distribution networks estimated that, as EV penetration reaches 33 per cent of households (around eight million), voltage imbalances, coupled with overloaded distribution transformers could severely impair power lines. The study assumes an even distribution of EVs across the country but, in reality, EV ownership will initially be clustered in more affluent parts of the country.

For instance, the town of Lightwater in Surrey is one of the richest neighbourhoods in the country. With a population of 6,800, a modest penetration of 900 EVs entering the system could lead to brownouts (ie a drop in voltage of supply) where supply cannot cope with increasing demand. At the local level, modelling studies have shown that “if as few as six closely congregated vehicles charge near a sensitive node at peak times, this may place more local demand than the system can handle.” Repeated brown or blackouts could result in damage to equipment in the local distribution grid, triggering an expensive early upgrade.

With the increase in electrification of heat and transport, rising domestic demand from both EVs and heat pumps at peak times could lead to a near doubling of peak demand. Unless this is actively managed, business as usual will result in network upgrade costs of up to £36 billion between 2010 and 2050, while the use of smart technology to shift demand from EVs and heat pumps could lead to cost savings of up to £10 billion over 40 years.
California: responsive charging

In January 2016, California began to create EV charging infrastructure that supports the grid, by awarding demand response contracts to eMotorWerks, a provider of smart grid charging solutions for EVs. eMotorWerks’ JuiceNet uses internet connected car chargers to instantly respond to CAISO signals by reducing or cutting off car charging until the grid is stabilised.

JuiceNet does this by curtailing precise EV charging loads in response to day-ahead as well as real time energy markets, in the same way as a power station. By shifting when and how much electricity fast charging stations draw from the grid, utilities and grid operators have reduced their costs, lowered congestion rates and become more resilient.58

With projections of 1.5 million EVs in California by 2025, scaling up solutions like these could make a big difference. EV battery storage could help address peak demand and a steeper evening ramp by acting as fast response resources. A recent report by GTM Research finds that EVs could reduce over generation risks in the state by 1.5 per cent to 1.7 per cent in 2020.59

In the UK, businesses are starting to look at opportunities for smart EV charging. Scottish and Southern Electricity Networks are trialling demand side response EV charging to shift demand away from peak times.60 Nissan and Enel are testing vehicle-to-grid units that can sell stored energy from EV batteries back into the grid.61 If the UK meets its carbon budgets, 37 per cent of the vehicle fleet could be EVs in 2030, providing a total stationary battery storage capacity of 680GWh per year, more than double the energy storage available from building pump hydro in the Alps.62
The tipping point for the UK
Once small scale technologies become cost effective, energy system change may happen faster than regulators and markets can cope with.

The examples cited in the previous chapter show what the future for the UK could look like. Once small scale technologies become cost competitive, energy system change may happen faster than regulators and markets can cope with.

There will be a number of tipping points for small scale technologies between 2020 and 2025: the clustered uptake of EVs as they become cost competitive with conventional fuel vehicles and grid defection by large business and industrial customers, followed by residential customers later in the 2020s, as solar PV with battery systems achieve grid parity.

Research by UBS shows a potential erosion of conventional electricity demand of 14-18 per cent by 2020 in countries like Germany, Italy and Spain, owing to distributed solar PV. This is already underway in the UK. For example, if UK supermarkets were to defect from the grid between 2020 and 2025 by adopting cheaper, renewable sources, demand would fall by 9TWh, output equivalent to the proposed 1.2GW nuclear unit at Moorside.

If this does not seem much, it is illustrative to remember that between 2008 and 2013, five major European utilities lost £85 billion because they were not prepared for the impact on their businesses of an eight per cent deployment in renewables. Similarly, a ten per cent loss in market share caused the near collapse of the coal mining industry in the US. Small scale energy technologies do not have to make up the majority of energy production to radically disrupt the market.

The way the UK energy system is currently governed, this disruption is very likely to lead to future value destruction and grid defection. Both the power system and power markets are designed for unidirectional flows of electricity from large scale generation to the transmission network, then to the distribution network and, finally, into people’s homes. In the absence of a radical rethink, the rise in the uptake of small scale technologies means the government will increasingly be faced with an invidious choice: to restrict small scale generation to prevent it undermining large scale energy technologies, which continue to require government support to operate; or to let prices spiral as the grid is upgraded erratically to meet consumer demand.

But this choice is not inevitable. Power markets can be reformed and technologies regulated to create a cost effective, manageable system. This can only happen by first reassessing the role the government plays in determining the energy system.
Poor integration of small scale energy

- South West grid constraints delay connections by 3-6 years
- 22% of the UK requires local grid upgrades
- Businesses defect from the grid
- Households defect from the grid
- Over 50% of the UK has brownouts at peak times
- 1% of the UK has brownouts at peak times
- Up to 700,000 people have blackouts due to non-smart chargers
- Non-smart heating raises peak demand by 2.2GW
Smart integration of small scale energy

- Batteries and smart energy cut upgrades to 7.5% of the UK
- Smart charging postpones brownouts by 5 years
- PV and batteries provide a net power system benefit of £2.8/MWh
- EVs can keep the lights on for almost 7 hours
- Heat pumps provide 20% of UK frequency response
- EV batteries provide more than 2x the storage from pumped hydro in the Alps

---
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Governing the energy transition
The government will decide which energy future the UK ends up with. Its response to the challenges posed by small scale technologies should not be to prevent their deployment, especially if it desires a free market in unsubsidised low carbon energy options. The backlash seen in Nevada (see page 14) in response to attempts to restrict consumer choice is a vivid example of what policy makers should avoid. And, since falling prices of small scale technologies are a global trend, business as usual is not an option.

Instead, the government should see the growth of these technologies as an opportunity to give consumers real choice over their energy generation and consumption. But ending up with a smart, low carbon and affordable energy system will require the government to take an active, intelligent role in transitioning the UK energy system. There is a need for action in five areas:

**Govern large energy infrastructure to support small scale energy choices**

To maximise consumer choice, a new underlying reasoning should be adopted. Small scale energy technologies should be the primary system driver. If the government wants a consumer led energy market, it should support small scale energy technologies, not with subsidy but with a power system designed to maximise their role. Large scale energy should be secondary: filling the gaps and providing the cheap, low carbon bulk power the UK needs.

Doing this means more explicitly governing large scale infrastructure, including electric heat and transport, an approach which underpins the energy systems in Germany, New York and Denmark, providing the coherence and visibility needed to facilitate private financing of delivery. In the UK, this will mean reforming the current complex and fragmented institutional framework governing the energy sector by creating an independent system designer.67

**Create an independent body to guide system design**

Lack of whole system design capability is one of the main limitations of the current energy system, particularly in relation to the future decarbonisation of transport and heat.68 If the government is to make good policy decisions, they need to be underpinned by robust technical analysis and option testing. Setting up an independent body to inform and translate the strategic decisions taken at government level into system design planning would help to ensure the best technical, economic and social outcomes.

Some system design functions are currently in the remit of the system operator within National Grid. However, its mandate is limited to the electricity system and the recent proposal to create a more independent system operator will not change this.69 As such, it will not be able to do the comprehensive system design required for optimal system performance in a distributed and complex energy landscape.

Instead, a successful system designer could be modelled on the system architect proposed by the Institution of Engineering and Technology, or based on the independent integrated system operator suggested by the University of Exeter.70 It would have a number of key functions, including: the provision of expert advice and modelling capability to support decision making across electricity, transport and heat; the development of plans, to support political decisions to optimise whole system functioning; analysing when strategic
decisions have to be taken, to avoid negative impacts of tipping points; and the identification of smart technical standards for emerging technologies.

Transform distribution network operators into distribution system operators
The UK collects too little information about the location and capability of rapidly growing small scale energy installations. Almost all of this growth is happening at distribution level, beyond the immediate oversight of the system operator.

Distribution network operators (DNOs) are supposed to innovate and plan for changing demands, but too many of their forecasts rely on modelled assumptions, in part because installers and purchasers do not always notify them of new equipment.71 As a result, DNOs did not forecast the rapid growth of low carbon distributed generation which occurred up to 2016.72 The result was reactive network management and upgrades, which is costly.73

To solve this problem, distribution network operators need to evolve into distribution system operators. This new role would have three key aspects. First, they would need to actively monitor the deployment of small scale energy technologies. Second, they would need to manage the local network, directly or indirectly, in co-ordination with the system operator, including through operation of new technologies like battery storage.74 Finally, they should work with the system designer on strategic infrastructure planning, in line with modelled whole system options, tipping points and decisions across other energy sectors.

Enable small scale technologies to provide system flexibility
Electricity policy has been historically dominated by large scale energy infrastructure, and that bias persists, particularly when it comes to flexibility services.75 Distributed energy starts with limited access to markets for ancillary services and balancing for the transmission grid, while its services to distribution networks are undervalued.76 Similarly, battery storage is treated neither as generation nor as demand, which adds complexity to the connection process and results in double charging of storage operators upon charging and discharging of batteries. And proposed capacity market rule changes from incumbents risk undermining the ability of batteries to qualify to participate.77

While small scale technologies could provide useful system services, the UK’s response to their growth has been to try to limit it, instead of encouraging more flexibility to support the system. For instance, Ofgem is consulting on reducing so-called ‘embedded benefit’, ie payments made to distribution-connected generation below 100MW, which is expected to undermine small scale, local generation and the emerging storage industry.78 And potential low carbon flexibility from distributed resources went untapped over the last three winters, while the £180 million Supplemental Balancing Reserve went unused which, like its successor, the capacity market, mostly supported old and polluting coal units.79

A better solution would be to enable small scale technologies to participate in a stratified capacity market, where different types of flexibility can be procured through separate auctions.80 The example from California (page 23) highlights how aggregated EV charging and discharging could bid into the capacity market.
In principle, such a solution could be applied at the local level as well as national, with trials for local balancing already underway in the UK and abroad. 81

**Use automation and aggregators to make ‘time of use’ tariffs attractive**  
Currently, system costs, ie payments for the grid, flexibility and backup, are paid mainly on an electricity consumption per unit basis (£/kWh). As more consumers opt for self-generation, this charging model shifts costs, currently around 24 per cent of electricity bills, onto those consumers that cannot afford small scale energy technologies. And customers have no way of knowing when they are adding to system costs, for example by consuming or producing power at the wrong time.

‘Time of use’ tariffs are not a solution on their own. As the Sunshine Tariff example shows (page 20), there is little demand for them in the absence of automation, with the result that imposing them is more likely to lead to backlash than a reconfiguring of supply and demand patterns.

Instead, automation and aggregators should be used. Smart appliances, EVs and heat pumps can facilitate demand management by automating responses to ‘time of use’ tariffs. Studies show peak demand reduction is 60 to 200 per cent higher for smart tariffs with automation compared to those without.82 This matters, because, by 2030, EVs and heat pumps could contribute to 82 per cent of National Grid’s forecast frequency response requirements, with potential yearly revenues of £45 per EV and £70 per residential heat pump.83

If automation is to be taken up, it needs to be built into appliances, chargers and small scale generation. However, there are no mandatory standards to ensure the deployment, interoperability or security of these smart technologies. Many appliances have long replacement cycles, so a lack of standards will, at best, delay progress towards a smart grid or, at worst, result in infrastructure lock-in. For example, including frequency response capability in new EV charging points is straightforward, while retrofitting existing charge points would be challenging, both in terms of physically fitting the components and in integrating with existing hardware and software.84

The government is making progress in this area, and has announced that its Modern Transport Bill will outline requirements for smart charge point grid balancing.85 This should extend beyond EVs to domestic appliances and heat pumps. Direction on technical requirements should be provided by the system designer, followed by government approval, which should further consider how to ensure interoperability, consumer data privacy and grid security.

These technology rules should be supported by Ofgem regulation to encourage new aggregators that can help customers become more flexible, building on its ‘innovation link’ proposals.86 There is clearly interest in this, with new entrants, like Google’s Deep Mind, exploring opportunities to use artificial intelligence in energy balancing, while existing players, including E.ON and RWE are shifting their business models to facilitate a distributed, consumer led energy system.87
Conclusion

The UK can have both a vibrant consumer led market in small scale technology, and economically viable large scale infrastructure which is able to make the overall system flexible, resilient, low carbon and affordable. But this will not happen without more active and strategic involvement by the government in whole system design.

Small scale technologies are disrupting the UK energy system, driven by consumer preference and falling prices. The old system, dominated by passive customers buying power from big and distant power stations, will change into one where homeowners and businesses play an increasingly active role, by installing small scale energy technologies. In this new system, centralised, large scale technology will continue to be essential, but will have to operate alongside distributed, small scale energy, helping to fill the gaps and provide the bulk power the UK will undoubtedly need.

This changing dynamic between large and small sources of power is the real energy policy problem UK politicians now need to address. The government cannot avoid the problem, but if it wants to maximise its role in improving market decisions, it should actively govern the new energy future which is rapidly unfolding.
Annex

Analysis of technology tipping points
Technology uptake curves are based on data from: National Grid, 2016, Future Energy Scenarios (solar PV); C Cluzel et al, 2013, Pathways to high penetration of electric vehicles (EVs); and Frontier Economics, 2013, Pathways to high penetration of heat pumps (heat pumps, based on the critical path).

**Technology timeline for PV:** points are based on information reported by Western Power Distribution. Distribution grid constraints refer to the need for grid upgrades as reported by Ofgem. Domestic and non-domestic customers grid defection is assumed to take place once the levelised cost of electricity is equal or lower to the retail electricity tariff. Reduced need for grid upgrades is calculated based on 66 per cent greater penetration of solar that can be achieved if coupled with smart use of battery storage. Reported intermittency cost for 40GW of solar with 8GW of batteries are scaled to 30GW of PV deployed in 2030, since PV integration costs display a linear relationship with solar capacity and we assume that costs of battery deployment also vary linearly. Costs of battery deployment would be even lower if EV batteries were utilised for balancing of PV generation.

**Technology timeline for EVs:** points are based on a 2013 analysis of EVs integration using data from Nord-Trondelag Elektrisitetsverk, which demonstrated that an EV penetration of seven per cent results in brownouts. Once penetration reaches 50 per cent, localised blackouts are observed. The same study shows that smart charging can mitigate voltage fluctuations for up to 20 per cent EV penetration levels. Based on the forecast uptake of EVs in the UK (penetration of EVs is 1.9 per cent in 2020, 13 per cent in 2025 and 37 per cent in 2030, see above), deployment was modelled based on seven clusters to account for uneven uptake across the UK. Potential storage provided by EVs is based on an average 50kWh battery per vehicle, which is compared to the average UK power demand and the energy storage available from building pumped hydro in the Alps.

**Technology timeline for heat pumps:** the rise in peak demand is calculated as the difference between the business as usual and smart scenarios as modelled by Pudjianto et al. The relative rise in peak demand was scaled to the forecast number of heat pumps in 2030 (see above) and compared to the current peak demand. Frequency response was calculated based on the reported potential of 30 per cent of projected 2030 requirement resulting from 3.8 million heat pumps, scaled to 2.6 million heat pumps in 2030.
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